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By 1890 we were able to provide ground-breaking 
advances for agriculture with the fi rst complete 
threshing machine. We then constructed threshers 
in Ahlen for many decades, laying the foundation 
for the common augers and elevators seen today. 
As early as 1910, Buschhoff machines were well 
known in our neighbouring countries. From 1960, 

we recognized the potential of new areas of production 
and focused on hammer mills, feed mixers, grain 
cleaning machines and pneumatic and mechanical con-
veying systems. Our family is now in its 4th generation 
as owner-operators and has fi rmly established itself as 
a leading supplier and reliable partner for modern feed 
processing and grain technology.

We have learnt a lot since the company‘s founding more than 140 years ago. The path to the top of the grain 
technology industry began in 1873 with production of the fi rst machines for the industry. 

Innovation 
from tradition

Company anniversary with Hermann Buschhoff DLG Exhibition 1927

Old and new plant 1904 Threshers 1950s

Mobile milling and mixing equipment 1968
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With experience and unbridled innovation, we mana-
ged to successfully meet the growing demands and 
possibilities of modern agriculture and are now an 
industry leader in grain technology.
Continuous development and optimization combined 
with international expertise and the highest quality 
standards for particularly long service life of the equip-
ment have ensured that today we are at the forefront 

of the industry with a variety of in-house developments 
and patents. We have been awarded several times 
with the seal of approval for research and development 
by the Association acting for the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research, which represents a special 
appreciation of the company‘s commitment and its 
status as a driving force for innovation.

“The experiences of the Past are the foundations for the future developments” - we have worked according 
to this motto for many decades, tailoring our products to the individual wishes of our customers.

Technology concepts
of the future

WIDOMIX®
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From consultation, to installation, commissioning and maintenance, as your expert partner we keep in close 
contact with you and offer complete solutions for your long-term success.

Direct personal contact is on hand throughout to 
offer support at every stage. Expert on-site advice 
and advanced 3D planning systems enable detailed 
planning and consideration of the individual needs 
of our customers. 

Take advantage of our patents and our many years of 
experience as a technology leader in feed production 
so that you too can produce feed using the latest tech-
nology. Because at Buschhoff, we stand for success 
with a system.

- High level, reliable automation 

- Excellent value for money thanks to the long service life 
of equipment

- Single level and neatly arranged construction

- Reduction of costs by utilizing existing buildings

- Large batches for high performance and reduced dosing 
and mixing processes

- Individual milling of feed components for particularly 
good feed structure 

- Low maintenance and running costs 

- High proportion of in-house production incl. the control 
providing excellent equipment quality and rapid supply 
of spare parts

For complete solutions 
made to specifi cation

Our benefi ts:

OUR APPROACH 

INNOVATIONPLANNING 

REALIZATION 

CONSULTING 

SERVICE
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On-site feed production leads to independence from the compound feed industry and reduces total transport 
costs. The experience of our customers also demonstrates the signifi cantly improved feed intake, improved 
digestibility and lower mortality of animals.

If you want to be able to provide your pigs, cattle, 
chickens and other animals with quality, customized 
feed made from your own raw materials, Buschhoff is 
your reliable partner for milling and mixing systems. 

- Feed quality tailored for different animal species  

- Use of your own resources

- Always fresh feed

- Full confi dence in feed quality, recipe and ingredients

- Independence from the compound feed industry

- Improved usability of feed components

- Uniform feed mixtures

- Cheaper than purchased feed

- Reduced workload through automatic control

- A range of analysis options to optimise operations

Why have your own milling and 
mixing equipment?

You 
benefi t from:

WIDOMIX®

Profi tability example of a 5 t/h Buschhoff feed mill
Annual result

Difference to purchased feed per tonne
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Technology 
that pays off

Cleaning

Temperature measurement/ventilationIntake

Control 

StorageConveying technology 
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Drum cleaner LoadingFilter Manual feeding 

WIDOMIX®

Feed production output 1-20 t/h

Bagging   Bruised grain
conveyance

Pelleting 

Processes that engage with each other or function in isolation - whatever your operation requires. This is a specialty 
of Buschhoff milling and mixing technology. We plan and implement systems based on the available space at the 
premises. Thus creating customized systems for the highest quality and functionality requirements.

Hammer-mill    Mineral dosage & 
oil addition 

Mixer
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Buschhoff builds modern fully automated systems for conveyance and storage of grains, suitable for high-quality 
grain. The robust Buschhoff conveying units have one thing in common: they guarantee reliable, safe and 
gentle transport of all components. 

Conveyor Technology

Bucket elevators 
to 150 t/h

Chain elevators 
to 40 t/h

Buschhoff-Conveyor Technology stands for robust bearings, chains with high tractive power, 
precision machined guide wheels, motors with reserve capacity and high quality materials.
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WIDOMIX®

Augers 
to 100 t/h

Trough chain conveyors 
to 150 t/h

Trough screws  
to 60 t/h

Screw conveyors  
to 5,6 t/h
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For the storage of fl owable products such as grain and mealy components such as grist, Buschhoff offers 
appropriate silo technology with storage capacities from 0.1 t to 10,000 t. Whether indoor or outdoor storage: 
Buschhoff Storage Technology stands for safety and reliability without compromise.

Storage

- Module silos are ideal for 
the intermediate storage of 
grain and meal

- Components made from 
smooth, galvanized silo steel

- Rectangular construction 
ensures optimum use of space

- Available with inclination angle 
of 45° or 60° or as a 60/90 ° 
version for especially diffi cult 
fl owing components available

- Round silos are available 
in fl at bottom versions or 
with a 45 or 60° hopper - we 
offer these with high-quality 
galvanizing of 600 g/m²

- Complete with catwalk, 
temperature measurement 
and level indicators

- For outdoor installation

- Optionally available with 
aeration fl oor or even as 
drying silos

Round silos Module silos
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WIDOMIX®

- Flexible silos for indoor 
storage of mixing and mineral 
feeds make inexpensive high-
quality storage space possible

- Our specially cut and shaped 
step cone for effective removal 
of components

- Available with a steel frame 
or supporting frame

- Also available in a UV-stable 
version 

Flexible silos
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To process the grain for a better feed intake, Buschhoff has used hammer mills for many years with durable 
hard metal hammers (service life up to 10,000 t). These BHOS type mills guarantee high performance with 
low fl our content and minimal power consumption. 

Hammer mills

- Extremely robust welded construction

- Large screen area per kW drive power provides for high 
performance with low energy consumption

- Enables grinding of diffi cult components, such as barley or oat

- Perforated or wire screens with different perforations available

- Optional electronic frequency converter for automatic control 
and variation of the Grist structure

- Patented DUO mill with two rotation directions for two different 
feed structures without changing the screen

- The Buschhoff AutoFilter ensures a low proportion of fi ne fl our, 
for cooling of the bruised grain and preventing the escape of dust

- Dosing is achieved by use of frequency controlled augers

BHOS 150
11 – 18,5 kW

BHOS 300
22 kW

BHOS 600 S
37 – 45 kW

BHOS DUO
11 – 22 kW
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Fanless mills are available in three different versions for optimum screening area per kW of drive power. The 
welded and sturdy construction ensures high strength, low noise levels and requires little maintenance. 
Direct above the mill a compact drum cleaner type BTR removes foreign objects.

WIDOMIX®

Drive power (kW) 11 15 18,5 22 37 45
Power (kg/h)
Wheat 4 mm sieve 2300 2700 3000 4400 7200 8500
Number of hammers 24 24 24 32 48 48
Weight (kg) approx. 280 300 310 400 600 650

TYP BHOS 150 BHOS 200 BHOS 250 BHOS 300  BHOS 500  BHOS 600 

 Performance specifi cations for 4 mm perforated screen and a grain moisture content of 14%. Grain type, humidity, screen 
perforation and residue are factors which strongly infl uence milling performance.
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The central process in feed production is the dosing and subsequent mixing of the components. In this way, 
a homogeneous feed is produced according to a previously selected recipe. 

Buschhoff feed mixers work according to the proven forced mixing process. This design not only leads to 
extremely low residues, it also allows a gentle and rapid mixing of the components. And all that with a mixing 
accuracy of 1:100,000.

Feed mixer M 1-5
Volumes: 0,75 – 3 t

Feed mixer GM 1-3
Volumes: 4,8 – 9,6 t

- Mixing screw with a 
riser of 280 mm

- Various designs 
available

- Up to 5% oil mixing 
possible

- Electrical weighing

Industrial design:

- Mixing screw with a 
riser of 400 mm

- Extremely durable 
welded construction

- Short mixing time with 
respect to tonnage

- Emptying of up to 50 t/h

- Dust-free dosing

- Up to 5% oil mixing 
possible

- Electrical weighing

- Perfectly suited for extra 
large mixing batches

Mixers
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The addition of valuable minerals and oils is critical to the health and growth of your animals. Buschhoff 
systems enable automated and weighted dosage of these components in the feed mixture. 

Depending on the type and quantity, powerful conveyors such as elevators, trough augers or spirals are used 
for the transport of minerals. Let us advise you as to which conveyor technology best suits your needs.

WIDOMIX®

Do you want to produce your own premixes? 
We have developed different systems for premixing: 
either as a manual or fully automatic process. 
We utilize VA-Horizontal mixers with capacities of 
250, 750 or 1,250 l.

- Depending on the task and dosing quantities, different 
mineral containers are available: including Big-Bag 
brackets or agitator tanks for diffi cult fl owing materials.

- Re-weighing containers with their own weighing systems 
can be used for very precise dosing 

- Oil pumps are available in different performance classes: 
20, 50 or 70 l/min; acid resistant on request

Small micro components
Re-weighed 
mineral dosage

Micro components
Powerful 
mineral dosage for premixes

Mineral dosing & 
oil addition
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We also have the appropriate solution for gentle, reliable and hygienic transport of fi nished feed. The pneumatic 
conveyance with the SG50/80 bruised grain blower. We will plan an individual installation for you based on 
the conveyor, the number of targets and the required capacity.

Bruised grain conveyors

- Fully automatic transport of the feed from milling and mixing 
directly to the silo at the Livestock building

- Pneumatic transport up to 250 m (dense phase conveying)

- Flow rate (depends on the pipe length): SG50 - 3 t/hr &
SG80 - 8 t/h

Bruised grain blower SG 80

- Particularly hygienic - no residues remain in the pipes; 
purity is guaranteed

- A powerful feeder ensures continuous introduction into 
the air stream

- WIDOMIX® Control enables adjustment of conveyor output

- Cyclone with fi lling line to prevent separation in the silo
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WIDOMIX PRO has been specially designed for larger milling and mixing plants and the demanding applications 
around this. Its clearly visualized complete control system manages all processes: from overseeing milling and 
dosing, to mixing and afterwards feed transport to recording of components, formulations and the consumption 
of the entire system.

- Full automated control allows the very simple production of 
customized feed

- Components, recipes, favourites and targets are easy to adjust 
and adaptable

- Integrated control of the complete conveying and storage 
equipment

- Fully automatic over-night plant operation (using cheaper 
off-peak electricity)

- Expansion of existing systems without programming is feasible 
(WINDOWS-based programming)

- Use, service and maintenance over the Internet

- Many business analyses possible, e.g. for optimizing operating 
processes

- 10“ touch screen also a possible solution in the control cabinet

- Available in many languages: including German, English, Russian, 
French, Finnish, Romanian, Polish

Control

WIDOMIX PRO®
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For pelleted feed, Buschhoff also provides the right solution. The services offered range from 2 - 20 t/h. 
For the most part, we build these systems - including the milling and mixing equipment – as single level 
construction. This saves costs, increases transparency and facilitates maintenance.

- Powerful units ensure optimum pellet quality

- The driving power of the press is 55 up to 350 kW

- All product contacting parts are made of stainless steel

- If required, a gentle pendulum bucket elevator conveys 
the pressed product into the cooler

- After pressing, the counterfl ow 
cooler prevents formation of 
condensate and ensures safe 
storage in the silo

Pelleting 
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If you want to fi ll the produced feed into bags for sale, storage and transport, our experience in bagging and 
implementation of individual customer requirements is at your disposal. Using modern technologies, our 
bagging offers high fl exibility with maximum performance.

- Compact systems in different performance classes

- Either as a gross scale with direct dosing or net balance 
with pre-dosing for higher capacity requirements

- Easy control via PLC

- Available for different bags and closing systems

- Power range: 2 - 15 t/h

Pelleting and bagging in the construction of a complete system.

The individual designing of the complete plant is carried out with our modern 3D CAD planning system.

Bagging

WIDOMIX®



Th. Buschhoff GmbH & Co.
Kruppstraße 44
59227 Ahlen/Westphalia
Germany
Phone:  +49 (0) 2382 8084 - 0
Fax:  +49 (0) 2382 8084 - 21
Email: info@buschhoff.de
Website: www.buschhoff.de

We offer individual and complete solutions

Milling and mixing technologyGrain storing

Grain handling up to 200  t/h Mobile plants


